I. INTRODUCTION
Before proceeding with the main results, we recall some of the basic notations and definitions that are used in this paper.
The notion of paranormed space is closely related to linear metric space , see Wilansky [1] . The studies of paranorm on sequence spaces were initiated by Maddox [6] and many others. Srivastava et al [8, 9] , Basariv and Altundag [10] ,Pahari [12, 13] , Parashar and Choudhary [16] ,Bhardwaj and Bala [18] , and many others further studied various types of paranormed spaces of sequences and functions. 
: G (s + t)  G(s) + G(t)
, for all s ,t  S; and PN 4 : Scalar multiplication is continuous i.e., if <  n > is a sequence of scalars with  n →  as n → ∞ and < s n > a sequence of vectors with G(s n − s) → 0 as n → ∞ then G( n s n − s) → 0 as n → ∞. Note that the continuity of scalar multiplication i.e. PN 4 is equivalent to (i) if G(s n ) → 0 and  n  as n → ∞, then G ( n s n )  0 as n → ∞;and (ii) if  n  0 as n  and s be any element in S, then G( n s)  0, see Wilansky [1] . A paranorm is called total if G(s) = 0 implies s =  see Wilansky [1] .
Definition 2:
Let S be a normed space over C ,the field of complex numbers. Let (S) denotes the linear space of all sequences s -= < s k > with s k  S , k  1 with usual coordinate wise operations i.e., s -+ t -= < s k + t k > and  s -= < s k > ,for all s -, t -  (S) and  C.
We shall denote  (C) by  . Any linear subspace of  is called a sequence space.
r <  for some r > 0. They proved that the space  M equipped with the norm defined by
becomes a Banach space. Clearly the space  M is closely related to the sequence space  p which is an Orlicz sequence space with M (x) = x p , 1  p < . Subsequently various types of topological structures in sequence spaces using Orlicz function have been introduced and studied, for instances we refer a few [2] , [3] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] and [20] .
Definition 4:
A sequence space S is said to be normal if s -= < s k >  S and  -= <  k > a sequence of scalars with | k | ≤1, for
In studying various properties of a vector valued sequence space (see, [14] ) , we have the following definitions:
Definition 5: A normed space S -valued topological sequence space V(S) equipped with the linear topology  is said to be a GK-space if the map
Subsequently, various types of sequence spaces in normed space were introduced and studied in different directions ,for instances, see [2] , [4] , [8] , [12] and [14] .
II. MAIN RESULTS
Let u -= < u k > and v -= < v k > be any sequences of strictly positive real numbers.We now introduce the following class of Banach space S-valued sequences
Further when u k = 1 for all k, then c 0 (S, M, u -) will be denoted by c 0 (S, M).
Beside studying the class (2.1), we now introduce and study a new subclass c 0 -
In this paper, we investigate some inclusion relations between the classes (S, M, u -) arising in terms of different u -and then investigate some results that characterize the linear topological structures of the class (S, M, u -) by endowing it with a suitable natural paranorm. Following inequality will also be used in this paper :
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that 
Let us consider an arbitrary r 1 > 0. If r  r  , then obviously we have
and hence we get s - c 0 -(S, M, u -). But on the other hand, if r > r 1 ,so that r r 1 > 1 then by using  2 condition of M ,we
where T is the number involved in  2 -condition . ence s - c 0 -(S, M, u -) and therefore
.This completes the proof.
Theorem 2.2: If c 0 (S, M, u -
) forms a linear space over the field of complex numbers C ,then < u k > is bounded above. Proof:
Now, corresponding to s S with ||s || = 1,we define a sequence s -= < s k > by
showing that s - c 0 (S, M, u -). But on the other hand in view of (2.3) and (2.4) for k = k(n), n  1 , r  0 with scalar  = 4 using non decreasing property of M ,we have
This shows that  s - c 0 (S, M, u -),which contradicts our assumption and the theorem is proved. 
This implies that c 0 (S, M, u -) forms a linear space over C. This completes the proof.
After combining the theorem 2.2 and 2.3, we get 
Theorem 2.6:
,then < z k > has positive limit inferior.
Proof:
Assume that c 0 (S, M, u
Now, corresponding to s S with ||s || = 1 , we define a sequence s -= < s k > by
But on the other hand for each k = k(n), n  1, in view of (2.5) and (2.6) using non decreasing property of M ,we have <  < and so || s k || <  Hence using the convexity of M, we have Let S be a Banach space and consider a sequence s -= < s k > defined by
Hence the condition of Theorem 2.8 is satisfied. Let r > 0 and in view of (2.7) , we have We prove below that c 0 (S, M, u -) with respect to G forms a paranormed space.
Theorem 2.12: c 0 (S, M, u -) forms a paranormed space with respect to G.
